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ABSTRACT 
Suppose that the linear system Ax = b is consistent and A= A + 6A, b = b + 6b 
are perturbed from A, b respectively, where A and x are m X n matrices, b and 2 
are mdimensional vectors. Let 116AjlF Q ~IjAll~, l[Sbll, < Ellbllz, and K = IIAlle.IIA+ II2 
be the condition number of A. It is shown that if EK < 1, then the least squares 
solution X of % = 6 is close to a solution x of Ax = b, even when A is not of full 
rank and Rank(x) f Rank(A). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Cmxn (Rmx”) be th e set of m X 12 matrices with complex (real) 
entries, and C” = Cmxl be the set of m-dimensional vectors. For a matrix 
A E CmXn, let A* E Q= nxm be the (complex) conjugate transpose of A, 
A+EC”x* the pseudoinverse of A, Rank(A) the rank of A, R(A) the range 
of A, N(A) the null space of A, )l.lle the spectral norm and ll.llF the 
Frobenius norm, and K = k(A) = llAl12-llA+ II2 the (spectral) condition num- 
ber of A. 
Consider the linear system 
Ax=b, 04 
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where AEC”‘~“, bE’Q=“, XEQ:~. Suppose that (1.1) is compatible, i.e., 
b E R(A). Consider also the perturbed system 
with A=A+~AEQ=“~“, b=b+SbwZ”, 1]6A]J,<sI]A1]s, I18blla< 
Wlz, E > 0. 
It is well known that if A is of full rank and KE -=x 1, then A is also of full 
rank, and one has the following estimate: 
IIF - XII2 
lla2 
d O(KE), (14 
where x and ? are the (unique) least squares solutions of the systems (l.l), 
(1.2), respectively. In many practical applications, however, the matrix A 
may not be of full rank. 
In this paper, we show that under the hypotheses about A, b in the -- 
system (1.1) and A, b in the system (1.2), and for KE< 1, the numerical 
minimal Bnorm least squares solution XLs is close to a solution x of (1.1) with 
the error bound satisfying (1.3), even when Rank(A) < n and Rank(x) # 
Rank(A). We obtain this error bound using the perturbation results of 
Stewart [6] and Wedin [8]. Let k = min{ m, n }. To provide an error bound 
we assume that A ~0, b #0, and xLs # 0. 
The main results of the paper are contained in the following two 
theorems. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that the system (1.1) is consistent and that 
Rank(A) = r < k, ]16A]ls 5 s]]A]]a, ~~6b~~2 < Ellbllz, and A= A + 6A, b = b + 
Sb. If KE < 1 and Rank(A) = Rank(A), then 
llG,s - %sllP 
llxLsl,p ++ A) =C(K&), (1.4) 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that the system (1.1) is consistent and that 
Rank(A) = r < k, ]]6A]lF < ~I]Ajls, IISbll, < ellbllz, ad A= A + 6A, b = b + 
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Sb. lf KE < (2 - &j/2, then there exists a solution x of the system (1.1) such 
that 
IIGs - XII2 1 
Il~llz + l-K& I 
= c( KE) (1.5) 
where XLs = A+% and a is of the order of one. 
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1.1; in 
Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.2; in Section 4, we apply Theorem 1.1 and 
Theorem 1.2 to the practical numerical implementations of computing least 
squares solutions using the singular value decomposition (SVD), and get an 
error bound similar to (1.4) or (1.5); in Section 5, we provide numerical 
experiments; finally, in Section 6, we conclude with several remarks. 
We end this section by listing some facts about the SVD. It is well known 
(e.g., [3]) that for any matrix A E CmX”, there exist unitary matrices U = 
(U i ,..., u,)EC”‘~~, V=(u, ,..., ZJ~)EC~~“, and nonnegative values a,> 
. . . >, uk > 0, called the singular values of A, such that 
U*AV=Z:=diag(o,,...,ok). (1.6) 
If Rank(A) = T G k, then 
a,> . . * >ua,>ur+,= ... =u,=o, 
A = c ujujv;, 
j=l 
A+ = i u,%,uf , 
j=l 
(1.7) 
IIAII, = 017 llA+ll2 = or-‘, K = ll4l~.IIA+ 112 = a,/~,. 
Suppose that A, E E Cmxn and 
q(A) > u2( A) a . . . > uk( A) > 0, 
q( A + E) 2 u2( A + E) > . . . >, uk( A + E) >, 0, 
where uj(A) and uj(A + E) are the jth singular values for A and A + E, 
respectively. Then 
Ju~(A +E) -Uj(A>JG IIEllz~ j=l k. >..., 0.8) 
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2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
In this section we deduce the error bound (1.4). We begin with the 
following lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A, AE Cmx”. Then 
X+-A+= -A+(A-A)A++A+(z-AA+)-(z-A+A)A+. (2.1) 
Proof Direct computation. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A, A=A+6A ~~~~~~ Zf 116AJj,.IIA+(I,<l, then 
Rank(x) 3 Rank(A). Zf IJGA)l,*IJA+)), < 1 and Rank(A) = Rank(A), then 
ll~‘l12 G 
IIA+ 112 
1 - Iv+ 112*11~412 . 
(24 
Proof. Let Rank(A) = r, and the singular values for A and A be 
a,2 ... >u,>o=u,+,= ... =(Jk, 
a,>, ... >a,>,a,+,> **. >,a,>,o, 
respectively. Then from (1.8), 
a, - lISAlIz < a, d a, + 116Alla. 
Making use of (16AJls.JIAf(I,< 1 and IIA+lla= a;‘, we have 
a, > IV+ IL’ - IlWlz = IV+ II,‘@ - IV+ ll~~llWl~) ’ 0. (2.3) 
SO Rank(x) > r = Rank(A). If Rank(x) = Rank(A) and IIAt11a*116A11s < , 
then i?,, i = . . . = iFk = 0, and from (2.3) we have 
llK+l12=cr-k 
Iv+ II2 
I- llA+ lle.llWl, ’ 
n 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Applying (2.1) and noting that (I - AA + )b = 0 
because b E R(A), we have 
&=A+%-A+b=A+i3b+(A+-A+)b 
= A+Sb - A+6Ax,s - (I - A++,,. (2.4) 
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-- 
Now xLs =A+h=(A+A)*Atb=A*(Ai)*x,,and(l-A+AjA*=n. so 
(I - A+AJ~, = (I - ~+A)A*( A + )*x~,~ 
= - (I - A+K)(~A)*( A r )*x~, (2.5) 
and we have from (2.4), (2.5), and (2.2) that 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
In this section, we establish the error bound (1.5). The proof of Theorem 
1.2 is more complicated than that of Theorem 1.1. We first state an important 
lemma due to Stewart [6, Theorem 6.41: 
LEMb%A 3.1. Lcf A, E cs Cmxn, and let V=(V,,V,)EC"~", U= 
(CJ,, Vg) 62 Q= m Xm i& unitary, with V, and c', having 1 columru. Let R( V, ) 
and R(U,) form a pair ofsingthr subspaces for 4. So Il*,4V owl Ir*EV can 
he pntiitioned confonn& u%ilh V and U in the fxm.7 
(3.1) 
Let q = (l(A21, AE)IIF + ll(E2l7 E,*,)ll~, and let 
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ing 
II(Q* P) IIF G 217/a, (3.2) 
such that R(V, + V,P) and R(U, + U,Q) form a pair of singular subspaces 
for A + E. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A E C mX”, and X c C “, Y c Cm be subspaces of 
dimension 1. Then X and Y form a pair of singular subspaces for A if 
(i) AX c Y, 
(ii) A*Y c X. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. 
--- 
Step 1. Let the SVD for A and A be A =UZV* and A= UZV*, 
respectively, and let 
where V,, or, V,, V, have T columns. Applying Lemma 3.1, we see from (3.1) 
and the hypotheses in the theorem that diag(a,, . . . , a,) = A,,, Aij = 0 if 
i # 1 or j # 1, IIEijl12 < llEijjlF < IIA - x[lF 6 ~llA[l~ = ml, and so 
Then 
17 EUl KE 1 
--Q 
6 a, - &EUr = l-K& <ii* (3.4) 
From Lemma 3.1, there exist matrices P E C(n-‘)Xr and Q EC(~-“)~’ 
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satisfying 
(3.5) 
such. that R(V, + V,P)_= R(Vr) and R(U, + l&Q) = R(gr) form a pair of 
singular subspaces for A = A + E. Observe that U,* Us = 0 , g,* & = 0 , VI* V, 
= 0, and v,* V, = 0, and that there exist nonsingular matrices C, D E @ rXr 
such that V,C = V, + V&, and f?,D = U, + U,Q. Then we get the following 
estimates 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Step 2. Obviously, we can rewrite A and x in the following forms: 
A = U,Z,V,* , Z,=diag(a,...,u,), 
__- --- 
A= u,z,v,* + us&v,* = A, + A,, 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
where 
and 
--- 
A, = u,z,v,* with E,=diag(6,,...,&) 
--- 
A, = u“z,v,* with ~2=diag(~,.+,,...,6k) 
Using (1.7), (1.8), and Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
Rank(A) > Rank(Ar) = r = Rank(A). 
(3.10) 
Applying Theorem 1.1 to A+ b and xl b, we reach the following estimate: 
IIA;b-A+bllz<2eK l+ ( &)llA+Wz~ (3.11) 
238 
Step 3. Now define 
x=A+b+(l-A+A)A,+b. 
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(3.12) 
Then x is a solution to the system (l.l), because 
Ax=AA+b+A(IhA+A)x;,tb=AA+b+0=b. 
On the other hand, it is easy to check that 
and so 
We have then 
(3.13) 
Notice that A+A =VIV1*, \jV,*Vs((, Q 2KE/(l- K&&)3 and IIVlIIz G 1. Then 
-- 
< Ilv,ll2W~*~ll2~II~z’Uz*bll2 
2KE _ _ 2KE 
Q 1 _ KE& llwJ2*bll2 G 1 _ KE& II~LSIIZ. 
Finally, we obtain the following inequality: 
))?,, - X(j2 < 2KE I+ ( -&-)llA+bll,+ I ;;Ifi IIXLSIIZ 
1 
+ l-K& 
Ilxll2 (3.14) 
with a of the order of one. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. n 
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REMARK. In Theorem 1.1 we need ]]6A]], < .s]]A]]s, but in Theorem 1.2 
we need ]]6A]]r < .s]]A]]s, because in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we apply 
Lemma 3.1, in which the Frobenius norm as well as the spectral norm is 
used. It would be interesting if the restriction in Theorem 1.2 could be 
relaxed from the ]].JIF norm to the ]].)]a norm. 
4. THE NUMERICAL LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION USING THE SVD 
Consider the system (1.1) with A E Iwmx”, b E IR”. Let A= A + 6A E 
mXn, and b = b + 6b E R” be perturbed version of A, b respectively, with 
kll p G:II~JB IlJbllz G 4lbllz~ where p = 2 or F. Assume that b E R(A). --- 
Let UTA V = Z be the SVD for A, and the computed versions of U, V, Z 
be e, V,e, respectively. 
It is well known (e.g:, i3]) tha! with the efficient algorithms (e.g., 
Golub-Reinsch or Chan), U, V, and Z = diag( 8,. . . , Sk) satisfy the following 
relations: 
O=w+au, WTW= I,, IWJllz G 8, 
V=Z+AV, ZTZ = I,, IWllz =G 8, 
(4.1) 
e=WT(A+AA)Z, 
pj - iij( Q aa,, j=l ,..., k, 
where 6 > 0 is a multiple of the machine precision. 
When computing the least squares solutions to the perturbed system (1.2), 
one uses the following formula: 
k 
- XLS = C &,+$@ = tie+ fiT& e+=diag(a^: ,..., 8:), (4.2) 
Z=l 
in which 6: can be chosen in either of the following ways: 
(a) If Rank(A) = T is known, then 19: are defined as 
i 
A-1 
gr+ = 02 3 Z=l,...,r, 
0, I>T. 
(4.3) 
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(b) If Rank(A) is unknown, then we choose a parameter [ - 6 such that 
Then we have the following 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the above assumptions, suppose furthermore that 
E > 86, EK -=x 1, E -=c a,. Then there exists a solution x of (Ll), such that 
llcs - XII2 G C(~K)Il~IIZ (4.5) 
in which C(EK) is defined in (1.4) in case (a) and so p = 2, and C( KE) is 
defined in (1.5) in case (b) and so p = F. 
Proof. The proofs for cases (a) and (b) are similar. We just prove case ,.ln 
(b) here. Let A + = VZ + fir. In choosing c?~+ with (4.4), let R be such that 
SL>O and 3R++i= 
following estimate: 
0. Notice that from (4.1) and (1.8) the gj’s satisfy the 
- 2ellAll, = 2~~9, 
so 
19~ > uj( A) - O(q) > 5 > 0, j=l >..., r, 
&j Q o(Eal)> j=r+l,...,k. 
So in choosing (4.4), 
(4.6) 
q = I_?,: 1 > 0 for j =l,...,~. 
It remains to show that 
IIA - AIIF G Oh) (4.7) 
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to apply Theorem 1.2, where A is induced by (A)+ = oe + oT. Let +I and 
I?i be the first R columns of I?, 6, respectively, and 2, = diag( a^,, . . . , ZR). It 
can be checked that 
~+=f~-lfiT. 
11 1, 
note that C?iTqi and $rTcr are both nonsingular. So 
We obtain from (4.1) that 
and so 
(qwl)-1=zR+O(8). (Q;QJ1=zR+0(8). (4.9) 
Finally, we have from (4.1), (4.9) and the assumption that 11x- AllF Q .slAlls 
I@ - All, G IIA - 41~ + llx-41~ 
~/l~l(~~~l)-‘el(~~~l)-‘~~-~llF+&I~A~I, 
G IlfiJJy- 4lF + o(m)llA1l2 + ~llf%? 
< O(h~)ll& + 441~ = Oh). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) In practical applications, E is not known in general, but one may use 
the fact that c$+ i = O(e(a,), 6, = a, + 0(&a,), to replace O(KE) in (4.5) by 
O(K+ 1 /6,) and arrive at the practical estimate 
II%., - a? =G Wr+,/~hllz. (4.10) 
In the numerical experiments of Section 5, we will see that this error bound is 
sharp. 
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(2) We see that with both the choices (4.3) and (4.4) for S1+, the 
numerical least squares solutions x^ts are close to some solutions to (l.l), with 
the same order of relative errors. When r is not known a priori, a natural 
choice is (4.4) if we only need a solution. 
(3) If 0, - t or a, < 5, with 5 - 8, the problem would be ill-conditioned, 
as well as if KE - 1. Then we do not expect good results. 
(4) If an efficient implementation for the SVD is developed so that the 
error estimates in (4.1) is still valid for A E Q: mXn, then Theorem 4.1 can be 
extended to this situation. 
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we provide the 
verify the error bounds (1.4), (1.5) 
Let 
fi= c 
numerical results for the test problems to 
and (4.5). 
5 ciPlp-‘z;, (5.0 , . j=l p=l 
k,+ ... + ki =-r. Define 
where zr,..., xi are distinct and nonzero, Cj,,j#O for j=l,...,i, and 
a, = 
A-1 
f*+q-2 
A,, = (a,,...,a,) = 
q=l )..., n,fl+l, 
\ (5.2) 
3 m> 12. 
Then A is a Hankel matrix. The Hankel matrices have many applications, 
such as in control theory and some data identification problems; see e.g. 
[4, 7, 91. 
Suppose that we have the known sequence { fi }r=T- ’ (possibly contain- 
ing error). Then one method to recover the CjP and zj (for j = 1,. . . , i, 
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p=l , . . . , k j) is described in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1 [9]. Suppose u4, An are defined us in (5.2) and fi are 
defined as in (5.1). Consio?er the linear system (with m > n, m > r) 
A,x = - a,,,. (5.3) 
Then if n < r, (5.3) is inconsistent. Zf n > T, (5.3) is consistent. In this 
case, let x=(aO,...,a,_, )* be any solution to the system (5.3). Define the 
polynomial q(z) as 
7rn(z) = zn + a,_lzn-l + . . . + aI2 + aO. (54 
Then 
(5.5) 
where g(z) is a polynomial of degree n - r with leading coeflcient one. 
In the following tests, we take i = r = 12 and k j = 1 for j = 1,. . . ,12, and 
choose zj = exp(h j AT), Cj = 1 for j = 1,. . . ,12, where X j’s are defined in 
Table 1. 
In Table 2(a)-(c), we list the numerical results using the SVD, with 
n = 12, 13, and 14, m = 80 - n, AT = 0.1, E = 0, and 6 - 10-13. It can been 
seen that when n = 12, the least accurate h j and Cj are of the order of 
&/a^r,; when n > 12, the least accurate X j and C are of the order of 
a^,,/a^,,* 
TABLE 1 
SIX PAIRS OF POLES AND COEFFICIENTSa 
x Coeff. 
- 0.082 k 0.926i 1 
- 0.147 k 2.874i 1 
- 0.188*4.835i 1 
-0.220~6.8OOi 1 
- 0.247 & 8.7673 1 
- 0.270 _t 10.733i 1 
“The data are taken from Van 
Blaricum and Mittra [7-J. 
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TABLE 2 
OUR RESULTS FOR PRODUCING POLES AND COEFFICIENTS 
Computed X Computed Coeff. 
(a) n = 12 
8, = 0.294 x 102, a,, = 0.755 x 10-5, 
6-1O-‘3, 1%,/8,~-3.89xlO~~. 
AT = 0.1, m = 80 - 12, 6 - lo- 13. 
- 0.082* 0.9261+ 0(10-7) 1.0+ O(lO_7) 
- 0.147+ 2.874i + O(10P7) 1.0-t O(lO_7) 
- 0.188k 4.835i + O(lO_7) 1.0+ o(10~8) 
- 0.22Of 6.8OOi + O(1O-8) 1.0+ O(lO_8) 
- 0.247k 8.767i + O(lO-‘) 1.0+ o(1o-g) 
- 0.270* 10.733i + O(lO-‘) 1.0 + 0(10P9) 
(b) n = 13 
(II = 0.294 x 102, I?,, = 0.392 x 10-4, 
81, = ,. . 0.109 x lo-lo, U13/U12 = 2.78~10~’ 
AT = 0.1, m = 80 - 13, 6 - lo-l3 
- 0.082* 0.926i + 0(10-7) 1.0+ o(10-7) 
- 0.147f 2.874i + 0(10-7) 1.0+ O(lOV7) 
- 0.188+ 4.835i + O(10m8) 1.0 + 0(10-s) 
-0X20+ 6.8OOi + O(lO-‘) 1.0 + Q(lOF’) 
- 0.247* 8.767i + O(1O-8) 1.0 + O(lO_8) 
- 0.270+ 10.733i + O(lOPg) 1.0+ o(1o-g) 
- 0.384 + 34.414i 0(10-‘2) 
6 =02g3x# n=14 
1 ( 1 B,,= 0.148x 10P3, 
81, = 0.110x lo-‘0, 8,, /B,, = 7.43 x 10 - 8 
AT=O.l, m=80-14, 6-10m13 
- 0.082* 0.926i + 0(10-7) 1.0+ O(lO_‘) 
- 0.147& 2.874( + O(10P8) l.o+o(lo-8) 
- 0.188f 4.835( + 0(10-g) 1.0+ O(10P8) 
- 0.22Ok 6.8OOi + O(1O-8) 1.0+ O(10P8) 
- 0.247+ 8.767i + O(lO-‘) 1.0+ o(1o-8) 
- 0.270+ 10.733i + O(lO-‘) 1.0+ o(lomg) 
- 1.319 f 28.947i 0(10-‘2) 
In Table 3, we list the numerical results with the fi’s containing random 
errors. We take uniformly distributed error in ( - E, E) with E = lo- 12, 10-l’, 
lo-‘, 10W5, and lop3 respectively, and take AT = 0.2, n = 14, m = 64. In 
this case, the least accurate Xj has the error of ~?,,/a^,,. 
In all the computations, we use both choices (4.3) and (4.4) for determin- 
ing I+~+. The results have the same order of accuracy for both choices. 
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TABLE 3 
TEST OF THE INFLUENCE OF ERROR ON THE POLESa 
E Error 8,s /%2 
_ 10-12 < 1061’ 0.46x10-” 
lo-‘0 <lo-lo 0.27 x lo- lo 
10-7 < 10-7 0.26~10-~ 
10-s <10-s 0.26 x 10-s 
10-s < 10-s 0.26~10-~ 
“True poles: - 0.082 + 0.926i, - 0.147 f 
2.874i, 0.188+4.835i, - 0.220 t_ 6.8OOi, - 0.247 
& 8.767i, - 0.270 * 10.733i. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we obtain the error bound for the perturbed least squares 
solution when the original linear system is compatible; the bound is of the 
order O(EK). This is true even when A is not full of rank and Rank(A) z 
Rank(A + SA). This bound can be applied to any efficient numerical imple- 
mentations for solving least squares problems. 
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